Information Technology Solutions

Planning Protocol for Determining
Development Proposals at Arnish, Low
Carbon/Renewables, North Enterprise Area
Background
To help create a Supportive Business Environment, the Government Economic
Strategy provided a commitment to establish four Enterprise Areas (EAs) in
Scotland – including sites with a particular focus on low carbon manufacturing
opportunities. These were declared in January 2012. One of these EAs is
known as the Low Carbon / Renewables North Enterprise Area and includes
land at Arnish in the Outer Hebrides, as well as at Scrabster and Nigg in
Highland and Lyness and Hatston in Orkney.
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National Protocol
Partners recognise and welcome the significant economic benefits that can be
generated by the designation of Enterprise Areas in Scotland. This protocol is a
non-statutory framework committing all partners to work together to facilitate the
planning process in designated Enterprise Areas.
In some instances planning permission will already be in place to enable
developments within Enterprise Areas to be considered in a timely manner. In
others, consenting whether under the Planning Acts or other legislation (Harbour
Revision Orders, Listed Building Consent, Marine Licensing) will require
commitment to efficient processing and joint working in order to deliver
economic benefit expeditiously.

Decisions will continue to be made in

accordance with established planning policy and legislative framework.
All partners will undertake to:
•

draft and support a processing (or similar) agreement as a basis for
project management of the consenting processes with an agreed
timeline for all stages in the application processes including associated
legal and other agreements;

•

include provision for determining planning applications for local
developments within 2 months and major developments within 3 months.

Councils will undertake to:
•

ensure the alignment of local authority consents process;

•

Provide prompt pre-application consultation advice free of charge within
2 weeks of request. For major developments this will include advice
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prior to receipt of a pre-application notice ;
•

Provide a senior officer contact for each enterprise area to own the
process, as per each authority’s Scheme of Delegated Approval for
Planning and a lead officer contact in relation to planning for each
application. The senior contact will act as a contact point to support
resolution of any post consent issues on implementation;
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Planning permission for a major development is subject of a 12 week statutory

pre-application consultation period before an application may be submitted.

•

Co-ordinate a pre-application process to clarify and check information
requirements with the developer to ensure efficient validation of
applications;

•

Agree reasonable and final dates for agency responses and contact
with agency lead officials in the event of a deadline not being met;

•

Review processing agreement dates with developer within three weeks
of verification;

•

Engage in pre-determination dialogue to agree any necessary
conditions with developer.

Government and statutory agencies will:
•

Provide a senior officer contact for each enterprise area to own the
process and a lead officer contact for each application;

•

Agree and adhere to reasonable and final dates for agency responses
and contact local authority lead officials in the event of deadline not
being met;

•

Support a co-ordinated approach to pre-application consultation and
discussion.

Developers/Applicants will:
•

Provide supporting data in a timely manner;

•

Consider reasonable requests in drafting legal agreements or developer
contributions.

Where additional resource requirements arise these will be individually
specified and agreed by the appropriate parties.

Local Protocol
The Local Protocol provides the equivalent of a generic processing agreement,
but is without prejudice to any developer asking for a bespoke processing
agreement should they consider that there would be a justification for and
benefit to be gained from a site specific agreement. The area covered by the
planning protocol is attached as appendix 1 - the planning protocol area
boundary represents the boundary for the site agreed through the Comhairle’s
Local Development Plan. The published Enterprise Area boundary differs and is
shown at Appendix 1 also.
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Comhairle nan Eilean Siar will act as the overall lead body in relation
to planning issues in the Arnish Low Carbon/Renewables North
Enterprise Area.
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Applicants and Developers should refer to the terms of any planning
permission/Local Development Plan Proposal/Development Brief that
have been approved for Arnish and should seek to ensure that any
proposals accords with the terms of the relevant permission.
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Delivery of the Consents Process - The Head of Development Services,
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, will ensure the efficient delivery of key consents
including planning, listed building consents, building warrants and
environmental health consents.
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Prompt pre-application consultation advice
•

In order to facilitate effective advice, applicants should provide at
least a location plan and sufficient details to allow full understanding
of their proposals.

•

Comhairle Officers guarantee to provide at least an initial response
within 14 days to any request for advice prior to submission of an
application for any required consent. The response will advise what
is required from the applicant and, if considered necessary, will
seek further pre-application discussion and/or submission which will
be dealt with as expeditiously as possible.

•

The Planning Officer will co-ordinate any pre-application process to
clarify and check information requirements with the developer to
ensure efficient validation of applications for consent.

•

These commitments will be supported by an enabling and coordinating service from Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Economic
Development Officers in liaison with HIE/Business Gateway.

Relevant Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Contacts
Head of Development Services Keith Bray

kbray@cne-siar.gov.uk

01851822690

Planning Officer

Cathy Leary

cleary@cne-siar.gov.uk

01851822690

Economic Development

Joe McPhee

jmacphee@cne-siar.gov.uk

01851822693

Building Standards

John Gillies

jagillies@cne-siar.gov.uk

01851822692

Technical Services (Roads)

Donald Macrae

dmacrae@cne-siar.gov.uk

01851822664

Environmental Health

Colm Fraser

cfmraser@cne-siar.gov.uk

01851822694

Technical Services (Harbours)

Kenneth Morrison

kenneth.m@cne-siar.gov.uk

07771730969

Archaeology

Deborah Anderson deborah.anderson@cne-siar.gov.uk 01851709266

Technical Services (Estates)

Calum Mackenzie

calum.mackenzie@cne-siar.gov.uk

Dates for Agency Responses
•

Key consultation agencies guarantee to provide at least in initial
response to any request from prospective developers for pre application
advice within 14 days. This will advise on what is required from the
applicant and, if considered necessary, will seek further pre-application
discussions and/or submissions which will be dealt with as expeditiously
as possible.

•

Key consultation agencies will respond to formal consultations on
planning applications within 21 days or within 28 days for EIA or
Major developments unless additional time have been agreed by the
Comhairle and the applicant.

•

The Scottish Government agrees to and will adhere to the dates for
agency responses and will ensure contact with the Planning Officer in
the event that it appears that a deadline in not capable of being met. It
is expected that the timescales noted above will be achieved except in
exceptional circumstances.

Relevant Agency Contacts
Scottish Government Key EA contacts

John.McNairney@scotland.gsi.gov.uk

Marine Scotland

Michael.bland@scotland.gsi.gov.uk

Scottish Natural Heritage

mike.shepherd@snh.gov.uk
north@snh.gov.uk

Scottish Environment Protection Agency

alan.farquhar@sepa.org.uk
Planning.Dingwall@sepa.org.uk

Scottish Water

Aileen.Mackenzie@scottishwater.co.uk
William.Paton@scottishwater.co.uk

Historic Scotland

Barbara.Cummins@scotland.gsi.gov.uk

Health & Safety Executive

Gerry.adderley@hse.gsi.gov.uk

Transport Scotland

Laurence.kenney@scotland.gsi.gov.uk

Architecture and Design Scotland

Eric.Dawson@ads.org.uk

Highlands and Islands Enterprise

anne.macaulay@hient.co.uk

01851822658

a)

Review of processing agreement dates

1. The Planning Officer will arrange to meet any applicant who is
party to a bespoke processing agreement within three weeks of
verification.
2. The Planning Officer will guarantee to respond within 7 days to
any request from the applicant for a meeting to discuss
processing, whether or not it is subject to a bespoke processing
agreement.
3. The Planning Officer will notify the applicant as soon as possible
of any reason for why determination may take longer than either
the dates specified in a bespoke processing agreement or the
statutory 2 month period for determination (3 months for major or
EIA applications).

In such instances mutual agreement on

revised processing dates will be sought between the Comhairle
and the applicant.

(This will be without prejudice to an applicant’s right to seek a review
(re any application for local developments) or to lodge an appeal (re
any application for major or national developments) against failure to
determine an application within the statutory 2 or 4 month period.
The Comhairle is nevertheless committed to avoiding such an
instance by seeking mutual understanding and agreement).

b)

Pre-determination dialogue to agree any
necessary conditions with developer
1. As soon as possible prior to issue of a decision, the Planning Officer will
contact the applicant to discuss any proposed planning conditions. It is
hoped and anticipated that mutual acceptance of these will be reached,
but in the event that it is not, the applicant and the Planning Officer will
request early legal advice from their respective advisors.

c)

Aftercare
1. Within 7 days of the issue of a decision, the Planning Officer will contact
the applicant to discuss and agree requirements for complying with
planning conditions.

Links to further information (including maps, overview and evaluation):
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Government/local-government/17999/11199/NDR-SEA
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Economy/EconomicStrategy/Enterprise-Areas/Incentives
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Economy/EconomicStrategy/Enterprise-Areas
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